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ABSTRACT
Alternative splicing constitutes a major mechanism
creating protein diversity in humans. This diversity
can result from the alternative skipping of entire
exons or by alternative selection of the 5’ or 3’ splice
sites that define the exon boundaries. In this study,
we analyze the sequence and evolutionary characteristics of alternative 3’ splice sites conserved
between human and mouse genomes for distances
ranging from 3 to 100 nucleotides. We show that
alternative splicing events can be distinguished
from constitutive splicing by a combination of
properties which vary depending on the distance
between the splice sites. Among the unique features
of alternative 3’ splice sites, we observed an
unexpectedly high occurrence of events in which a
polypyrimidine tract was found to overlap the
upstream splice site. By applying a machine-learning approach, we show that we can successfully
discriminate true alternative 3’ splice sites from
constitutive 3’ splice sites. Finally, we propose that
the unique features of the intron flanking alternative
splice sites are indicative of a regulatory mechanism
that is involved in splice site selection. We postulate
that the process of splice site selection is influenced
by the distance between the competitive splice
sites.

INTRODUCTION
Alternative acceptors (AA) constitute 20% of all
conserved alternative splicing events in humans and
mice (1). During the second transesteriﬁcation step of
the splicing process, the acceptor site, namely the 30 splice
site (30 SS), is selected by the splicing machinery.
In mammalians, the 30 SS is deﬁned by a highly conserved
AG dinucleotide, a polypyrimidine tract (PPT) located
upstream of the splice site and an invariant adenine which
is part of the consensus branch point (BP), normally
found upstream of the PPT (2). Early genomics studies

have observed that certain splice site compositions are
more probable than others, and these probabilities were
used to derive the Shapiro–Senapathy splice site scores (3).
Other models were further developed to characterize the
30 SS, such as the MAXNET algorithm, which takes into
account position dependencies (4). Despite the relative
weak signal of the 30 SS, the splicing machinery can
accurately recognize the authentic splice site from an array
of potential sites. In many cases, more than one splice site
can be identiﬁed, leading to AA which may be regulated
in a tissue speciﬁc manner (5).
In vitro experimental studies have shown that when two
AG sites are placed downstream of the BP and PPT; most
often the AG site which is located proximal to the BP is
preferred by the splicing machinery (6,7). Nevertheless,
selection of a distal AG site both in constitutive or alternative splicing has routinely been observed (6–10). It was
proposed that the selection of a distal splice site can be
inﬂuenced by its closeness to the BP and the proximal AG
site (6–8,11). Speciﬁcally, it has been shown that AGs
which are relatively close to the BP can be bypassed and
that close AG dinucleotides are highly competitive for
binding to the spliceosome (6–8). In the far end, a number
of alternatively spliced exons were found to be characterized by an extremely large distance between the BP and
the 30 SS. This region is known as the AG exclusion zone
(AGEZ), where AGs are recognized but not utilized by
the splicing machinery, possibly repressing downstream
splice sites (9). Further experiments demonstrated that
a proximal AG dinucleotide can be recognized during the
ﬁrst transesteriﬁcation step, leading to the selection of a
neighboring distal splice site, even when the proximal AG
is not functional (12). In agreement with the observed
nucleotide preferences, competition experiments have
conﬁrmed that the nucleotide preceding the AG can inﬂuence the choice of 30 SS: CAG > TAG > AAG > GAG (6).
The composition of the 30 SS is thought to be an important component in the process of splice site selection.
Recently it was shown that the identity of the nucleotide
(N) preceding the invariant AG splice site is also associated with the observed splice site selection in the
NAGNAG motif, where the two potential acceptor sites
are placed in tandem (10,13,14). In addition, the
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recognition of the 30 ss during the ﬁrst (15) or second (16)
step of transesteriﬁcation, as well as the tendency of a
cryptic splice site to be selected or avoided (17), is
dependent upon the length and composition of the PPT
and the presence of splicing factors that bind cisregulatory elements nearby the splice sites (2,15,18–21).
Many regulatory factors have been shown to be involved
in splice site selection, e.g. U2AF (15,20), hSlu7 (18), as
well as splicing enhancers and silencers such as SF2/ASF
and hnRNPA1 (21). Experimental studies have shown
that AG dinucleotides which are appropriately positioned
relative to the BP have an intrinsic potential to become
active splice sites (6,7). What is less clear is how the
selection or avoidance of alternative AG dinucleotides
is regulated in order to prevent undesired transcripts
from being produced.
In the last few years, global computational analyses
of alternative splicing have been performed, focusing on
exon skipping events (22–24) and alternative 30 /50 splice
sites (24,25). Generally, these automatic methods achieved
good performance when classifying skipped exons (23)
as well as distant (>50 nt) alternative 30 /50 sites from
constitutive splice sites (25), based on sequence features
such as splice site strength (23,25), composition and
position of the PPT (23,25), evolutionary conservation
(23) and frame preservation (23,25). In addition, several
unrelated studies have demonstrated an unusually high
level of intronic conservation ﬂanking skipped exons
(1,26,27). This property was successfully used for automatic classiﬁcation of alternative exons (23). High levels of
intronic conservation were also observed upstream of
NAGNAG 30 SS that undergo AS, while intron conservation upstream of constitutively spliced NAGNAGs was
generally low (10). Though not fully understood, the
sequence conservation at the intronic regions ﬂanking
alternative spliced events suggests the presence of regulatory elements which are under evolutionary selection.
In addition, diﬀerences in the overabundance of exonic
sequence enhancers (ESE) and exonic sequence silencers
(ESS) in the vicinity of alternatively spliced exons
compared to constitutively spliced exons were also
observed, revealing a complex relationship between
splice-site selection and presence of splice-factor binding
sites (28,29).
Here we applied a genome-wide approach to analyze
human–mouse conserved AA. In order to identify properties which are characteristics of AA, we have analyzed
sequence features such as splice site strength, PPT and BP
position and composition; intronic evolutionary conservation, ESE/ESS density, GC content and pseudo splice
site distribution. We have divided the AA into subgroups
according to the distance between the alternative splice
sites and compared them to equivalent groups of constitutive acceptors. We have applied both classical statistical
analyses on the individual features as well as a machinelearning approach [Support Vector Machine (SVM)]
to study the eﬀect of the diﬀerent features on splicing
selection. We show that diﬀerent splicing patterns can be
better diﬀerentiated when combining multiple features
and that the contribution of the diﬀerent features to
SVM performance varies in relation to the distance

between the splice site pairs. Furthermore, we observed
an unexpectedly high occurrence of the alternative
splicing events in which the PPT was found to overlap
the upstream (or proximal) splice site. Overall, the
occurrence of multiple PPTs as well as high intronic
conservation in the vicinity of the splice sites, are unique
properties of AA. Finally, we suggest that the observed
diﬀerences between the sequence properties of alternative
versus constitutive splice sites are indicative of a regulatory mechanism that is involved in the process of splice
site selection. We postulate that the process of splice site
selection depends on the distance between the competitive
splice sites.

METHODS
Dataset construction
AA events derived from a database of human–mouse
conserved alternative splice sites (27) were analyzed.
In addition, a control set of pseudo acceptors separated
from the constitutive splice sites by an AG-depleted region
(CA/PA pairs) was extracted. The term ‘pseudo acceptors’
refers to HAG triplets (AAG, TAG or CAG), which were
not identiﬁed as splice sites based on the existence of EST
or mRNA. To avoid the inclusion of alternative splicing
events that were undetected in the EST data we required
that the PA site (speciﬁcally the AG) in each group was
not conserved between the species. In addition GAG
triplets were not accounted as pseudo acceptors since these
rarely serve as splice sites (30). We also discarded events in
which human–mouse alignments (hg17/mm7) for at least
30 nt upstream to the splice site were not available in the
UCSC Genome Browser (ending up with a total of 396
AA pairs and 55,606 CA/PA pairs).
The AA dataset was divided into four groups according
to the distance between the splice site pairs: 197
NAGNAG, 75 CLOSE, 77 MID, 47 FAR. For the
control set we chose CA/PA pairs in which the distances
between the CA and the PA pairs was equivalent to the
distances of the AA pairs of the relevant set. Due to the
high discrepancy between the size of the true AA set and
the control CA/PA pairs (speciﬁcally in FAR and MID)
for each group we randomly chose a control set which was
3-fold the size of the target set, accounting for 1% of the
total number of sequences in the control group. Overall we
included 231 MID and 141 FAR. Since the total number
of available CLOSE CA/PA pairs in our data was 382,
to keep consistent with the 3-fold ratio we randomly
chose 225 events. For the NAGNAG control set we
extracted from the human genome all NAGNAG
acceptors for which there was no evident for AS. These
were split in two groups: 177 NAGNAG motifs in which
the distal site is a CA and the proximal is a competitive
PA (NAGNAG-distal); and 397 NAGNAG motifs
in which the distal site is a PA and the proximal is
CA (NAGNAG-proximal). The genomic coordinates
(UCSC, hg17) and sequences of all AA and CA/PA
pairs can be found in Supplementary Data ﬁle 1 and 2,
respectively.
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Features analyzed
Splice site parameters. Here we concentrated only on the
ﬁrst nt preceding the invariant AG, ignoring neighboring
nts. For simplicity, the ﬁrst nucleotide in the proximal
splice site (Np) and the distal splice site (Nd) were scored
1, 2, 3, 4 for G, A, T, C, respectively. The relative strength
between the two N’s was calculated as the ratio between
the scores. To ignore directionality the higher or equal
value was always taken as the numerator (Np/Nd).
In addition, we provided an overall score for the tandem
acceptor reﬂecting the strength of both sites (STRE).
This parameter included values ranging from 1 to 9 for
AAG-[N]n-AAG, AAG-[N]n-TAG, AAG-[N]n-CAG,
TAG-[N]n-AAG, TAG-[N]n-TAG, CAG-[N]n-AAG,
CAG-[N]n-TAG and CAG-[N]n-CAG, respectively,
N accounts for any nt and n is the number of nts between
the splice site pairs.
Polypyrimidine tract (PPT). The region between the
distal splice site and 100 nt upstream of the proximal or
pseudo splice site was screened for the existence of PPTs.
The screening process involved four major steps:
(i) Detecting the seed PPT: Starting from the distal
(or constitutive) splice site a seed PPT was deﬁned
as the ﬁrst (upstream) stretch of nts of size 12
including a minimum of 75% pyrimidines.
The threshold of 75% was chosen based on a
preliminary analysis we have applied on a set of
experimentally validated intronic PPTs extracted
from the ASD database (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/asd/).
(ii) PPT expansion: The PPT seed was expanded both
upstream and downstream adding 1 nt at each
iteration. The PPT was extended only if the
pyrimidine concentration increased.
(iii) Detecting additional PPTs: After deﬁning a PPT,
the region from the 50 side of the PPT to the distal
splice site was masked. Additional PPTs were
detected applying step 1 and 2 on the remaining
sequence.
(iv) Ranking of PPTs: The PPTs found within the 100 nt
upstream of the proximal site were further ranked
according to their length. The two largest PPTs
were denominated ‘PPT1’ and ‘PPT2’, respectively.
For each PPT, the following characteristics were
computed: Percent of pyrimidine after extension (deﬁned
also as the PPT score), PPT length, the distance of the
PPT to the proximal site (PPTP) and to the distal site
(PPTD). In addition, we computed a series of binary
features describing whether the PPT is placed upstream,
downstream or overlapping the proximal (or pseudo)
splice site. The position of PPT relative to the splice site
was deﬁned as described below:
(i) PPT-p: Only one PPT was found and was placed
upstream of the proximal site or else when two
PPTs were placed upstream of the proximal site
(ii) PPT-[p]: Only one PPT was found and overlapped
the proximal site.

(iii) p-PPT: Only one PPT was found and was downstream of the proximal site or else when two PPTs
were placed downstream of the proximal site.
(iv) PPT-p-PPT: The proximal site was placed between
two PPTs.
(v) PPT-PPT[p]: The PPT overlapped the proximal site
and was followed by a second PPT.
(vi) PPT[p]-PPT: The PPT overlapped the proximal site
and was preceded by a second PPT.
Branch point (BP). Branch points (BP) were predicted
according to the method developed by Kol et al. (11) with
minor modiﬁcations. Putative BPs were scanned for in
a region of 15 nt upstream and 15 nt downstream of the
50 boundary of the predicted PPT. BPs were scored using
a PSSM for mammalian BPs (31) requiring an ‘A’ at
position 6 of the PSSM, which represents the invariant
adenine of the BP. In addition, the distance to the
proximal (BPP) and distal (BPD) splice sites were
computed.
Intronic conservation. Human–mouse (hg17/mm7) pairwise alignments were extracted and conservation scores
were calculated based on the number of conserved base
pairs in ﬁve overlapping windows of length 10 nt (IC1–5).
Matching positions (M) were scored 0.1, mismatching
positions (m) were scored 0. Gaps (g) in the human strands
were skipped, thus the actual sliding window size was
10 + g. Gaps in the mouse strand were treated as
mismatches.
The conservation score was calculated as
Pnþgþ10
M
where
n is the position between 0 and 30 nt
n
upstream of the HAG. In addition the average conservation in an upstream region of 100 nt (IC100) was
calculated. In cases were the alignments for 100 nt were
not available (10% of the data) the average conservation
was computed for the available alignment, which was
always 30 nt. The sequence alignments of the upstream
regions of all AA and CA/PA pairs are given in
Supplementary Data ﬁle 3.
GC content. The frequency of G and C was computed for
each sequence at the region of 100 nt upstream of the
proximal or the pseudo splice site.
ESE and ESS density. The frequencies of the regulatory
element candidates (ESEs and ESSs) were computed for
the 100 nt upstream of the proximal or pseudo splice site.
The list of ESEs were extracted from the ESE-RESCUE
database (http://genes.mit.edu/burgelab/rescue-ese/). The
two sets of ESSs (hex2 and hex3) were downloaded from
the FAS-ESS server http://genes.mit.edu/fas-ess/. The
occurrence of all regulatory sequences within a given list
(i.e. ESE, ESS-hex 2, ESS-hex3) was calculated per each
sequence in the subgroup (e.g. CLOSE AA). The average
frequency is reported for each subset.
Occurrence of pseudo splice sites. The occurrence of NAG
triplets in the region of 100 nt upstream of the proximal or
the pseudo splice site was computed. The occurrence was
calculated separately for each of the four diﬀerent triplets
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(AAG, CAG, GAG and TAG) as well as for all HAG’s
(AAG, CAG and TAG) as a group.
Statistical analysis
We performed an F-test and a Student’s t-test (assuming
equal variance) on the FAR, MID, CLOSE, NAGNAGproximal and NAGNAG-distal datasets using the R Stats
package (http://stat.ethz.ch/R-manual/R-patched/library/
stats/html/).
In the diﬀerent groups we analyzed the following
features: Np, Nd, IC100, PPT score, PPT length,
PPTD, PPTP, BS score, BSD, BSP, ESE/ESS
density, HAG and GC (as described above). The
signiﬁcance of the F- and t-tests were determined using
the Westfall–Young method for i-value adjustment (32).
Brieﬂy, we re-sampled the set of AA and CA/PA pairs and
calculate the F- or t-test P-value. The process was carried
1000 times for each test and the minima of the new Pvalue was retained and compared to the original one,
namely the P-value of the AA versus CA/PA set without
re-sampling. If the latter P-value was smaller than the
minima of the Westfall–Young procedure and <0.05 the
result of the test was considered signiﬁcant. To estimate
the sample size we have calculated the power of the t-test
(1b) using the R package, only tests which yielded a
power 0.9 were further considered signiﬁcant.
SVM training and testing
SVM is a machine-learning algorithm used to detect and
exploit complex patterns in data. The SVM is a kernelbased method applying linear classiﬁcation techniques
to non-linear classiﬁcation problems. It has been widely
used to explore biological problems (33) including alternative splicing (23,25). In this study, we used the gisttrain-svm software http://bioinformatics.ubc.ca/gist/ with
a linear kernel. Input data was normalized by rescaling the
columns to values between 1 and 1. All tests were
conducted by applying a ‘leave one out’ cross-validation
(jackknife) procedure. The following feature sets were
used for training the FAR, MID and CLOSE classiﬁers:
PPT parameters (PPT score, PPT length, PPTD,
PPTP, UP, DN, OVLP), splice site parameters (Nd,
Np, Nd/Np, STRE), Intronic conservations (IC100, IC1–5),
frequency of pseudo splice sites (AAG, CAG, GAG,
TAG, HAG) and GC content. The UP, DN and OVLP
parameters refer to the relative position of the PPT,
whether it is placed upstream (UP), downstream (DN) or
overlapping (OVLP) the proximal (or pseudo) splice site.
For the NAGNAG classiﬁers the same feature sets were
used with the exception of the PPTP. The later was
exempted since in NAGNAG motifs the PPTP is
equivalent to the PPTD.
The SVM performance was evaluated by the ROC
(receive operating characteristics) analysis which plots the
true positive rate (TPR) versus True negative rate (TNR)
for diﬀerent cutoﬀs. The AUC (area under curve) was
reported for each test. In addition, we calculated the

total accuracy (TA), sensitivity (SN), speciﬁcity (SP) and
the Matthews correlation coeﬃcient (MCC).
TP þ TN
 100%
TP þ TN þ FP þ FN
TP
 100%
SN ¼
TP þ FN
TN
SP ¼
 100%
TN þ FP
ðTPÞðTNÞ  ðFPÞðFNÞ
MCC ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðTP þ FNÞðTP þ FPÞðTN þ FNÞðTN þ FPÞ
TA ¼

DAUC calculations. The AUC for each parameter was
deﬁned as the diﬀerence between the AUC value obtained
with the full feature vector and the AUC value reached
when a speciﬁc feature set was eliminated. The parameter
sets included: splice site (splice site parameter),
IC (intronic conservation), GC (GC content), PPT (PPT
parameters), AG (occurrence of pseudo splice sites) and
CIS (occurrence of cis-regulatory elements).
RESULTS
Dataset assembly
In an attempt to better understand the mechanism of
AA selection, we have analyzed evolutionarily conserved
AA pairs in distances ranging from 3 to 100 nt. These
include all events in which both the proximal (upstream)
30 SS and a distal (downstream) 30 SS are evidently involved
in splicing in both the human and mouse genomes, based
on the existence of EST and mRNA transcripts in both
species (1). The number of conserved AS events represent
a lower bound of the AS events in humans, nevertheless,
they are expected to be biologically signiﬁcant (34). It is
generally accepted that two putative splicing acceptors
which are located in close proximity are highly competitive (6,7,9). To test the dependency between the location
of the putative splice site and the splice site selection
we divided the data into four separate sets according to
the distance between the splice site pairs. The groups
were designated: FAR, MID, CLOSE and NAGNAG.
The FAR, MID and CLOSE groups were composed of
AA pairs separated by 40–100, 13–39, 4–12 nt, respectively. The NAGNAG group included only AA pairs
placed in tandem. While in the CLOSE and NAGNAG
datasets, we expect both the AA to be placed downstream
of the BP, which is generally found between 18 and 40 nt
upstream of the splice site (6,7,9,11), the FAR dataset
included sequences in which the ﬁrst splice site is expected
to be upstream of the BP. However, as reported in
Gooding et al. (9), in some cases the BP could be located
upstream of the proximal site also in the FAR group.
The borderline cases were grouped together in the MID
dataset. In addition, we compiled a series of control sets
containing constitutive acceptors (CA) separated from
an upstream potential competitor or pseudo acceptor
(PA) by an AG-depleted stretch of variable lengths.
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Table 1. P-values for Student’s t- and F-tests comparing alternative acceptors against constitutive/pseudo acceptors based for the following features:
distal splice sites (Dist SS), proximal splice sites (Prox SS), average intronic conservation in 100 nt upstream of the proximal splice site (IC100), PPT
length, PPT score, distance of PPT to the distal site (PPTD) and the proximal site (PPTP), ESE/ESS density, pseudo HAG sites and GC content
Feature

Dist SS
Prox SS
IC100
PPT Length
PPT Score
PPTD
PPTP
BP score
BPD
BPP
ESE
ESS.hex2
ESS.hex3
HAG
GC

NAGNAG-P

NAGNAG-D

CLOSE

MID

FAR

t P-val

F P-val

t P-val

F P-val

t P-val

F P-val

t P-val

F P-val

t P-val

F P-val

2.E16
2.E06
4.E04
0.226
0.525
0.054
na
0.525
0.054
na
0.042
0.873
0.350
0.888
0.265

0.215
1.E07
0.144
0.344
0.748
0.233
na
0.748
0.233
na
0.020
0.252
0.023
0.561
0.512

1.E09
0.236
0.007
0.996
0.211
0.901
na
0.2388
0.6724
na
0.850
0.582
0.710
0.601
1.E04

2.E16
0.026
0.037
0.030
0.199
0.516
na
0.2338
0.9282
na
0.812
0.948
0.779
0.023
0.714

0.371
0.730
0.013
0.823
0.012
5.E09
1.E06
0.289
8.88E07
2.90E04
0.708
0.721
0.985
0.023
2.E04

0.183
0.241
0.435
0.004
6.E13
0.002
0.007
0.539
0.017
0.031
0.618
0.186
0.170
0.723
0.711

0.321
0.083
2.E10
0.001
4.E08
0.854
0.986
0.4418
0.002
1.22E04
0.031
0.064
0.606
2.E04
0.044

0.005
0.169
0.373
2.E14
8.E07
0.038
0.055
0.239
0.154
0.143
0.331
0.157
0.112
0.490
0.999

0.003
0.063
3.E06
0.061
3.E07
1.E05
0.023
0.4564
1.30E05
0.005
0.042
0.176
0.324
1.E04
0.149

0.049
0.260
0.465
2.E10
3.E10
0.161
0.001
0.550
0.021
2.85E04
0.020
0.135
0.428
0.868
0.312

Results are shown for the diﬀerent datasets: FAR, MID, CLOSE, NAGNAG-proximal and NAGNAG-distal. Signiﬁcant values (based on
Westfall–Young correction) are indicated in bold.

The sequences for the control set were deliberately selected
so the distribution of the distances between the CA and
the PA in the control sets will be equivalent to that of the
corresponding alternative dataset.
The unique features of AAs
In order to study the AA pairs and compare them to
30 SS which are constitutively chosen, we have analyzed
a series of intronic properties calculated for each group.
Among the features we included were splice site strength,
intronic evolutionary conservation (excluding the splice
sites), length and score of the PPT and its position relative
to the splice sites, BP score and distance to the splice sites,
GC content, ESE/ESS density and the occurrence of other
AGs dinucleotides (see Methods section). The latter
were previously found to aﬀect the recognition of the
splice sites when they occur in upstream intronic regions
(7,8). As in the majority of cases [excluding the class of
distal BPs (9)], the splicing regulatory elements are close
to the 30 SS, we restricted the analysis to 100 nt upstream
of the proximal site.
The above properties were calculated for all sequences
in each AA subset and compared to the corresponding
subset of CA/PA pairs. In the case of the NAGNAG
group, comparisons were conducted against two independent sets of CA/PA pairs: NAGNAG motifs in which the
distal site is constitutively spliced and the proximal is
a competitive pseudo acceptor (NAGNAG-distal); and
the reverse case where the proximal site is constitutively
spliced and the distal NAG serves as a pseudo acceptor
(NAGNAG-proximal). Although competitive sites are
generally placed upstream of the splice site (6,7), in the
unique case of NAGNAG, we chose to test the two
control sets since, in tandem acceptors, both the distal and

proximal sites were previously suggested to contribute
to the competition. Furthermore, these NAGNAG motifs
are of special interest as they are widely distributed
throughout the human genome (10,14).
For each of the properties analyzed, we have carried
out a statistical analysis applied to all datasets pairs
(AA versus CA/PA). A summary of the statistical analysis
is given in Table 1 (detailed results are given in Table 1S).
Interestingly, in each subgroup (deﬁned by the splice site
distance) we found a diﬀerent set of features that deviated
between the AA and CA/PA pairs. For example, splice site
features were discriminative only in the NAGNAG group,
both when comparing it to the NAGNAG-proximal
and to the NAGNAG-distal (Table 1SA and B). This is
in agreement with previous studies which observed
correlation between the splice site strength and the splicing
pattern at the NAGNAG motif (10,13). In addition,
consistent with our previous results (10), the intronic
conservation in the 100 nt upstream of the proximal splice
site was signiﬁcantly higher in alternative NAGNAGs
compared to the NAGNAG-proximal group (P-value for
F-test = 4.E04). Interestingly, the intron conservation
did not appear to diﬀer signiﬁcantly when comparing
alternative NAGNAGs to the NAGNAG-distal group.
The latter groups both demonstrate a high intronic
conservation which may suggest similar regulatory constraints (10). Furthermore we observed a signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the GC content between alternative NAGNAGs
and the NAGNAG-distal group. Surprisingly, the high
GC content in the NAGNAG-distal group was higher
than the average GC content found generally upstream of
constitutive acceptor sites (Table 1S).
Nevertheless, in the CLOSE group in which the splice
sites are very close to each other but not adjacent
(Table 1SC), the features which were signiﬁcantly diﬀerent
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Figure 1. Human–mouse evolutionary conservation shown for the CLOSE (A) and FAR (B) groups. Conservation was calculated for the 30 nt
upstream of the proximal (or pseudo) splice site in overlapping windows of length 10. Gray circles account for alternative acceptor (AA) pairs, black
triangles for constitutive/pseudo acceptor (CA/PA) pairs and the gray crosses for a set of 1000 randomly selected constitutive acceptors (CA). For the
CA set, the conservation was calculated upstream of the constitutive splice site.

between AA and CA/PA pairs were the distance of the
PPT and BP to the splice sites and the PPT score (which
was statistically signiﬁcant in the CLOSE group when
applying the F test). Generally, in AA pairs the PPT and
BP appeared closer both to the proximal and distal sites
and the PPT displayed a wider variance of scores. As in
the NAGNAG-distal group, in the CLOSE group we also
observed a relatively lower GC content upstream of the
AA pairs. In contrast to the NAGNAG group, in the
CLOSE group we did not observe signiﬁcant diﬀerences
either in the splice site composition or in intronic
conservation between AA and CA/PA pairs. In the MID
group we observed weaker PPTs (i.e. lower PPT score) in
AA compared to CA/PA pairs. In addition, the intronic
conservation levels were higher upstream of AA pairs and
the AG dinucleotides were slightly underrepresented
(Table 1S D). Among the most discriminating features
in the FAR group were the score and the relative position
of the PPT and BP. These were found to be weaker
in AA pairs and farther from the distal splice site.
In addition, the intronic conservation was signiﬁcantly
higher in AA pairs and the occurrence of intronic AGs
was underrepresented.
Overall, our results suggest that only when the two
splice sites are placed in tandem (NAGNAG) the splice
site composition, namely the identity of the nucleotide
preceding the conserved AG, appeared to be discriminative. In contrast, when the distance between splice sites is
larger, diﬀerences in the PPT composition and the relative

location of the PPT and BP to the splice sites seem to play
an important role. Consistently, the level of intronic
conservation appeared to be discriminative in the MID
and FAR groups in which the AA distance is >12 nt
(Table 1S, Figure 1). However, it is important to note that,
in the unique group of the NAGNAG acceptors, the
intronic conservation was also found to be statistically
signiﬁcant (though to a lesser extent) only when comparing tandem acceptors to the proximal NAGNAG group
and not in comparison to the distal group. Likewise,
we observed that the intronic evolutionary conservation in
the CLOSE group is relatively high (though not statistically signiﬁcant) for AA pairs when compared to the
average intronic conservation upstream of randomly
chosen constitutive splice sites (Figure 1A). A relative
high intronic conservation was also detected in the CA/PA
pairs only in the close region adjacent to the pseudo splice
site (Figure 1). The high intronic conservation levels found
generally upstream of alternative splice site are consistent
with other studies suggesting the existence of regulatory
elements involved in splice site selection (29). Nevertheless, the relative high intronic conservation close to the
splice site in CA/PA pairs, speciﬁcally in the CLOSE
group, could be due to the presence of regulatory elements
which may be involved in controlling constitutive splicing
when potential competitors are present. It is important to
note that in our dataset the pseudo splice sites (PAs)
themselves are not evolutionarily conserved and thus the
higher intronic conservation observed cannot be related to
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Figure 2. PPT distribution. (A) The distance between the most downstream nt of the PPT and position 1 (or N site) at the distal NAG site is
plotted against the number of nts between position 1 of the proximal and the distal splice site. (B) A control set in which the PPT-to-constitutive
splice sites distance is plotted against the constitutive-to-pseudo splice site distance. The diagonal indicate positions for which the PPT is adjacent to
the proximal (or pseudo) splice site.

an overall high conservation of the site or an alignment
artifact.
PPT analysis
The PPT is a key feature in splicing regulation. Previously,
it has been shown that both the composition and the
distance of the PPT can inﬂuence splice site selection (19).
The PPT is commonly identiﬁed by splicing factors such as
the splicing repressor PTB and the splicing enhancer
U2AF65. Recent reports demonstrate that both factors
can compete with each other for binding the PPT (35).
Although these proteins are considered basic splicing
factors, it has been suggested that they also play an
important role in the regulation of alternative 30 splice
sites (36). As described in the pervious section, we have
conducted a comprehensive analysis of the PPT in AA and
CA/PA pairs in the diﬀerent subsets. Figure 2A and B
illustrate the relationship between the distances of the
PPT to the distal splice site and the distance between
the proximal splice site to the distal splice site in AA pairs
and in CA/PA pairs, respectively (in CA/PA pairs CA is
equivalent to distal and PA to proximal). Each dot
represents the relationship in one sequence. As shown,
when the distance between the proximal and distal splice
sites is 3 (in the NAGNAG subset) in both alternative and
constitutive splice sites a PPT is found anywhere between
0 and 90 nt upstream of the splice sites. However, when
the splice sites are not in tandem, in AA pairs the
predicted PPT is found close to the distal splice site only
when the splice sites are relatively close to each other,
separated by <40 nt (Figure 2A). This is most probably
related to the dependency between proximal site and the
PPT in the AA pairs. As demonstrated by the dots lying
along the diagonal in Figure 2A, in the majority of AA
pairs the predicted PPT falls in close proximity to the

proximal splice site. In the CA/PA pairs (Figure 2B),
although we do observe a large proportion of PPTs
located in proximity to the distal site we could not detect
any clear relationship between the location of the PPT and
the PA. To ensure that these results are not due to the
smaller sample size of the AA pairs, we have randomly
selected from the full set of all constitutive events 1000 sets
of equal size to the AA group. For each set we calculated
the number of cases in which the PPT was adjacent to the
distal site (<5 nt apart) in CA/PA pairs separated by 40
and >40 nt and compared it to the distribution in the
AA set. We have applied a series of Fisher-exact tests
comparing each random set to the AA set and all cases
showed a signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the groups
(using the Bonferroni correction P < 5105). These results
conﬁrmed that the dependency between the ‘distal sitePPT’ distance and the ‘distal-proximal’ distance is
restricted to the AA set.
We have further conducted a detailed analysis of the
proximity between the largest PPT and the proximal splice
site. Though the analysis was conducted on all subgroups,
we concentrated speciﬁcally on the FAR group in which
the distance between the splice site allows the detection of
full-size PPTs. The analysis has revealed a surprisingly
high number of AA pairs in which the PPT was found
completely overlapping the proximal splice site (57%).
This phenomenon was not found in the set CA/PA pairs,
where we found only 8% of cases in which the predicted
PPT overlapped the PA site (Table S2). In contrast,
in 65% of the constitutive events the PPT was predicted
downstream of the pseudo splice site (close to the constitutive splice site) while in only 13% of the AA pairs
the PPT was found downstream of the proximal site.
In both groups, we observe a similar proportion of events
in which the PPT was found relatively far, upstream of the
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proximal (or pseudo) splice site. Important to mention
is that in most cases in which the PPT overlaps the splice
sites, these were embedded within the PPT usually in the
50 half but not at the edge (the frequency of events
showing the position of the splice site relative to the PPT is
given in Figure 1S).
Previous studies have suggested that eﬃcient repression
by PTB depends on the existence of two binding sites
which can mediate the formation of a stem-loop structure
by protein–protein interactions between PTB monomers,
known as the ‘looping out’ model (37). This mechanism
was originally suggested in order to explain the regulation
of alternative exons; however, BPs where also proposed to
be looped out and avoided by the splicing machinery (38).
In addition, a recent computational study reported the
existence of two PPTs ﬂanking the upstream splice site
when alternative 30 SS are separated by 8 nt (39).
To further identify features which could be used to
diﬀerentiate between alternative and constitutive splice
acceptors at a genomic level, we searched for the existence
of an additional polypyrimidine stretch in the region of
100 nt upstream of the splice site (both surrounding AA
and CA/PA pairs). The deﬁnition used to automatically
assign the second PPT is described in detail in the
Methods section. Generally, the assignment of PPTs was
done based on their relative size, PPT1 being the longest
stretch. Overall, we did not observe a clear diﬀerence
between the alternative and constitutive splice sites when
simply considering the length of PPT2 (P = 0.060) or its
relative strength (P = 0.596). It is important to note that
in 20% of the AA CA/PA pairs we were not able to
ﬁnd an additional PPT, while in 19% of AA and 27% of
CA/PA pairs we found both PPTs either upstream or
downstream of the splice site (Table S3).
Subsequently, we evaluated the relative position of
both PPTs in all AA and CA/PA pairs, concentrating on
the FAR group. We found that in 53% of the AA pairs,
one PPT was found overlapping the splice site and the
other one was found upstream of it [PPT-PPT(p)].
In contrast, this pattern accounted for only 6% of all
CA/PA pairs (Figure 3). These observations reinforce that
the high occurrence of overlap between the proximal splice
site and the PPT is not restricted to close splice site pairs,
in which the proximal site by default falls within the
PPT due to space restriction as in the CLOSE and MID
groups (Figure 2S). These results are also consistent with
previous observations by Dou et al. (39). In addition, in
most AA pairs analyzed in our study, the PPT that was
found to overlap the splice site was the larger one among
the two PPTs (Table 4S). Furthermore, we observed that
54% of the pseudo splice sites in CA/PA pairs were
found to be ﬂanked (but do not overlap) by two PPTs
(PPT-p-PPT). This pattern was observed only in 17% of
the AA pairs (Figure 3). Generally, in AA pairs the PPTs
were always found upstream of the proximal splice site
or overlapping the splice site, but never downstream of
the proximal site (Figures 3 and 2S). The fact that PPTs
were not detected between AA pairs could be due to
the coding potential of this region. Nevertheless, it could
suggest that a downstream PPT alone is not capable
of regulating an upstream splice site.

Figure 3. Position of PPTs relative to the proximal splice site in the
FAR group. The bars indicate the percent of observations in the data.
I–III are cases in which only one PPT was found upstream (I),
overlapping (II) or downstream (II) the proximal splice site. IV–VI are
cases in which two PPTs were observed (IV) ﬂanking the proximal site,
(V) one PPT overlapping the splice site and the second one upstream
and (VI) one PPT overlapping the splice site and the second one
downstream of the proximal splice site. The gray bars represent
alternative acceptor pairs and the black bars represent constitutive/
pseudo acceptor pairs in which the pseudo splice site mimics the
proximal site. The number of occurrences is shown in brackets.

Combining features for splice site classification
To test whether the combination of features described
above can better separate AA from CA/PA pairs, we have
built a SVM classiﬁer for each of the datasets: NAGNAG,
CLOSE, MID and FAR. SVM is a supervised machinelearning algorithm which is trained to separate between
two sets of data. It has been previously applied to automatically identify alternative exons based on both exonic
and intronic properties, including evolutionary conservation, length of PPT and splice sites composition (23).
In addition, a recent study has applied SVM to diﬀerentiate between alternative and constitutive 30 /50 splice
sites based on parameters such as PPT, splice site
composition and frame preservation (25). Here we applied
the SVM algorithm to distinguish alternative versus
constitutive 30 ss events in each subset independently. The
feature set was composed of intronic features calculated in
the previous section including the splice site composition,
PPT properties; intronic conservation, pseudo splice site
occurrence and GC content (see the Methods section for
details). Since the position of the predicted BP relative to
splice site was found to be highly correlated with the
relative position of the PPT (Pearson correlation 0.9),
we did not include this parameter in the SVM feature set.
Additionally, we have not included the ESE and ESS
density as parameters for SVM as they were not found
to be statistically signiﬁcant in any of the subsets.
To estimate the performance of our method, we have
performed a ‘hold one out’ cross-validation test (also
known as the ‘jackknife’ test). For each test, we plotted
a receiving operating characteristics (ROC) plot and
calculated the area under the curve (AUC), the sensitivity,
speciﬁcity, total accuracy and The Matthews correlation
coeﬃcient (Table 2). As shown, the best SVM performance was achieved for the AA FAR versus CA/PA FAR
classiﬁer, for which the AUC was 0.94, followed by the
MID (AUC = 0.91), the CLOSE (AUC = 0.80) and lastly
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Table 2. SVM performance

FAR
MID
CLOSE
NAGNAG-P
NAGNAG-D

FP

FN

TP

TN

SN

SP

TA

MCC

AUC

12
37
51
121
53

7
14
22
47
75

40
63
53
150
122

129
194
174
276
124

85.106
81.818
70.667
76.142
61.929

91.489
83.983
77.333
69.521
70.056

89.894
83.442
75.667
71.717
65.775

0.741
0.608
0.437
0.432
0.32

0.936
0.913
0.802
0.785
0.698

The table displays the number of false positives (FP), true positives (TP), false negatives (FN), true negatives (TN), sensitivity (SN), speciﬁcity (SP),
total accuracy (TA) as well as The Matthews correlation coeﬃcient (MCC) and the AUC value for the diﬀerent datasets.

Figure 5. AUC values for the diﬀerent features sets are plotted for
the FAR (black), MID (red), CLOSE (green) and NAGNAG-proximal
(blue) groups. The feature sets are splice sites (SS), intronic conservation (CON), polypyrimidine tract (PPT), pseudo splice sites (PSE) and
GC content (GC).

Figure 4. ROC plot summarizing the SVM results: False positive rate is
plotted against the true positive rate for alternative acceptors versus
constitutive/pseudo acceptor pairs in the FAR (black line), MID
(red dashed), CLOSE (green line), NAGNAG-proximal (blue dots) and
NAGNAG-distal (black dots) groups.

the NAGNAG-P (AUC = 0.78) (Figure 4 and Table 2).
As shown in the NAGNAG-D classiﬁer, we encountered
a notable decrease in SVM performance (AUC = 0.69).
These results are in accordance with our previous reports
showing similarity in genomic properties between alternative spliced NAGNAG motifs and NAGNAG motif in
which the distal site is chosen constitutively (10). Overall
in agreement with the recent study by Xia et al. (25)
we observe that the performance of the SVM increases as
a function of the distance between the splice site pairs.
Diﬀerent from Xia et al. (25), in the current study we
also obtained a considerably high performance for the
classiﬁcation of splice site pairs which are in close
proximity, with sensitivity varying between 60 and 85%
in the diﬀerent subgroups (Table 2). The diﬀerence in
SVM performance obtained for the close sites in the
diﬀerent studies is probably due to the unique features
which were selected for the study.
Feature selection
In order to estimate the contribution of the diﬀerent
parameters to the learning process, we have performed

a simple (backward) feature selection procedure whereby
we exclude one feature set in each SVM run and evaluate
the change in the performance. A single feature set was
deﬁned as a set of all parameters that have a common
property and are highly interdependent; for example,
intron conservation was calculated for ﬁve overlapping
windows, the average conservation values for each
window separately and the average over all windows
together were considered as single features in the vector
while a set of all these features together was considered
as a feature set, named ‘intron conservation’. For each
set we computed a AUC, which is the diﬀerence
between the overall AUC value obtained with the full
vector and the AUC value reached when the speciﬁc set
was eliminated.
As shown in Figure 5, the features which were found
to contribute mostly to SVM performance in the FAR and
MID groups were the intronic conservation, (especially
in the MID group) and the PPT features, including both
the PPT length and the relative distance of the PPT to the
splice site. Interestingly, the eﬀect of removing either
the PPT or the intronic conservation feature sets from the
FAR group was very similar, suggesting that they are both
important in the latter group. In contrast, the removal
of the conservation set from the MID group had a
remarkable eﬀect compared to the removal of the PPT set,
suggesting that in this subset the contribution of each of
the parameters to the learning process is diﬀerent. This
result could be due to the fact that the MID group
includes the borderline sequences and may represent a
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mixed distribution. In the CLOSE group, the most
signiﬁcant change in the AUC value arose when the PPT
features were eliminated. In addition, we observed a lower
reduction in SVM performance when eliminating each of
the other features from the CLOSE classiﬁer. This indicates that in the CLOSE group (diﬀerent from the FAR
and MID group) the learning process is mostly ruled by
a unique feature set. In the NAGNAG-proximal group,
the most notable features were the splice sites followed by
the intronic conservation. This is in agreement with the
statistical analysis results of the current study and
previous observations (10,13). Overall, the feature selection test was consistent with the statistical analysis.
Nevertheless, the latter results reinforce that the diﬀerences between AS and CS do not rely on unique
parameters, but rather a combination of several sequence
features.
DISCUSSION
In an attempt to understand the regulation of alternative
splice site selection, we have conducted a comprehensive
analysis of alternative acceptor (AA) pairs separated by a
range of distances. In order to concentrate on functional
AA, we have restricted our study to alternative splicing
events conserved between humans and mice (1). Applying
both classical statistics and machine-learning approaches,
we demonstrate that a combination of splicing canonical
elements found in the introns show major variations
between alternative and constitutive acceptors. Most
importantly, we ﬁnd that the ensemble of properties
which distinguish between alternative and constitutive
splicing strongly depends on the distance between the
spice sites.
In agreement with previous work, the splice site
composition was found to contribute mostly to SVM
performance when splice sites are placed in tandem, as in
the NAGNAG motif (10,13,40). In addition, we found
considerable contribution of the intronic evolutionary
conservation levels ﬂanking the NAGNAG motif in
comparison to the NAGNAG-proximal control set,
but not compared to the NAGNAG-distal set. This is
consistent with the high conservation levels that were
previously observed both upstream of alterative spliced
NAGNAGs and upstream of NAGNAG motifs in which
the distal splice site is constitutively chosen (10).
Furthermore, in this study we observed that when the
splice sites are placed nearby (4–12 nt), but not in
tandem, there is a relatively high evolutionary conservation level both upstream of alternative splice sites and
PAs. In both cases, the conservation was higher than the
background conservation level found upstream of constitutive splice sites. The similarity in the intronic
properties ﬂanking AA and CA/PA pairs when the
splice sites are relatively close was reinforced by the
relative low contribution of the intronic conservation
feature to the SVM performance in the CLOSE group.
Nevertheless, when the distance between the splice sites
increased (MID, FAR), we found that elimination of the
intronic conservation features strongly aﬀected the SVM

performance. It is known that two AG sites placed in
close proximity are highly competitive (6,7,9); hence, the
relatively high intronic conservation levels observed
upstream AA and CA/PA pairs could be indicative of
regulatory elements important to avoid the selection of
alternative (or pseudo) AG sites that by default would be
preferred by the splicing machinery (6,7). These results
are consistent with recent work by Wang et al., which
observed high levels of regulatory elements in the exonic
regions between competitive splice sites (29).
In accordance with a recent report (10,25), here we
have also observed that the most important feature to
discriminate between alternative and constitutive acceptors was the PPT. PPT-related features were statistically
signiﬁcant in the CLOSE, MID and FAR groups and
were found to play a signiﬁcant role when combined with
other features during the learning process. The fact that
removing the PPT had a lesser eﬀect on SVM
performance in the MID and FAR compared to the
CLOSE group could be related to compensation by other
features such as the intronic evolutionary conservation.
A striking observation in the current study was the high
frequency of PPTs overlapping the proximal splice site,
which was predominately observed in AA pairs. This
observation coincides with previous studies describing
the existence of two PPTs upstream AA pairs separated
by 8 nt. Diﬀerent from AAs, pseudo acceptors were
found to be mostly located between, but not overlapping
two PPTs. This could indicate a mechanism by which the
two PTB-binding sites mediate looping-out of the pseudo
splice sites. Although the looping out mechanism was
originally suggested to explain alternative splice selection
(37,38) our data imply that it could also be involved in
avoiding the selection of pseudo splice sites. The high
occurrence of AA pairs in which the proximal splice site
is located inside the PPT suggests an important
contribution of the PPT to the regulation of proximal
splice site selection. This is supported by previous studies
describing the competition between the splice factor
U2AF and PTB for binding to the PPT (35) and the
involvement of both factors in the regulation of
alternative 30 ss (36). Moreover, it was observed that
most of the disease related de novo 30 splice sites are
found within the PPT (17), indicating that the overlap
between the PPT and the 30 SS enhances the likelihood of
an AG site to be chosen. Further experimental analysis
will be needed to uncover the eﬀect of the overlap
between the splice site and the PPT on alternative 30 ss
selection.
In summary, this study supplies further evidence of
the involvement of basal splicing elements in the
regulation of alternative splicing. Overall, our results
suggest that diﬀerences may exist in the regulation of
splice site recognition depending on the distance to the
neighboring splice site candidates. Generally our ﬁndings, which are based on a bioinformatics analysis of
only human–mouse conserved AA are in agreement with
several experimental studies which have demonstrated
that the proximity between AG pairs can aﬀect splice site
selection (6–8).
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Availability
The package 3pred including the program for predicting
AA vs CA/PA can be downloaded from: http://biology.technion.ac.il/facultywebsites/Yael/database.html
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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